
Subject Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Art The figure & movement Nikki De St Phalle & the Nanas Giacometti & his sculptures Laolu Senbanjo & identity Graffiti & typography1 Graffiti & typography 2

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabulary) 

Figure, proportions, movement, 
observation,application

Expression, distortion, scale, 
collaboration, pattern, 
symbolism

3 dimensional, sculpture, 
structure, proportions, 
manipulation, stop motion 
animation

Identity, pattern, culture, detail, 
contrast

Lettering, typography, graffiti, 
text, literacy, vocabulary, colour 
theory, mixing, acrylic

Lettering, typography, graffiti, 
text, literacy, vocabulary,colour 
theory, mixing, acrylic, Bob & 
Roberta Smith, Mel Creci

Homework Drawing season 1 Drawing season 1 Drawing season 2 Drawing season 2 Drawing season 3 Drawing season 3

ASSESSMENT

Baseline assessment - 
Assessment Objective 3 - 
Recording Homework feedback

Assessment Objective 1 - Artist 
influence Homework feedback

Assessment Objective 2 - 
Exploring & experimenting

Assessment Objective 4 - Final 
response

Computing
Return to School (2 Lessons) + 
How computers work Image Editing Python Data representation Networks Devloping for the Web

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

Return to School (2 Lessons): For 
two lessons PHS students are 
reminded of the network rules 
and regulations. E-safety top tips 
and a reminder about the 
impact of screen time. How 
computers work - Students 
begin to look into inputs and 
outputs etc.Moving through to 
look at how the CPU works. 

Students will learn the basics of 
image editing and 
manipulation. Using KRITA, a free 
software that they can 
download at home. Key skills: 
How to recognise manipulated 
images/Using Layers to merge 
images/Recognising Industry 
tools and software etc. 

Intro to Text based 
programming. Students will look 
at the programming language 
python and the way in which 
this is the next step up from 
Scratch and kodu in Year 7 - 
Moving from Block based 
programming. Learning the 
programming basics - Creating 
Variables, Using selection 
statements, conditional and 
count-controlled loops. 
Arithmetic operators etc. 

This unit continues on from Year 
7 representations. Reminding 
students of this - we look at how 
we communicate as humans 
with and without words. Looking 
at: Binary numbers - converting 
to denary and back. 
Hexadecimal numbers - 
Converting to denary and back. 
ASCII tables and how this works 
with keyboards. UNICODE. 
Colour Bit depth - Colour 
represnetation in binary and in 
hex. Sound represnetation - 
Analogue and Digital. 

Imagine a world without 
computer networks: there would 
be no more YouTube, Google, 
instant messaging, online video 
gaming, Netflix, and iTunes; no 
online shopping; no file sharing; 
and no central backups of 
information. This unit begins by 
defining a network and 
addressing the benefits of 
networking, before covering 
how data is transmitted across 
networks using protocols.

In this unit, learners will explore 
the technologies that make up 
the internet and World Wide 
Web. Starting with an 
exploration of the building 
blocks of the World Wide Web, 
HTML, and CSS, learners will 
investigate how websites are 
catalogued and organised for 
effective retrieval using search 
engines. By the end of the unit, 
learners will have a functioning 
website.

Homework 

ASSESSMENT
End of term test: Digital Literacy 
Test 

End of term test: PPT 
Submission.(Coursework)

End of term test: Python Coding 
and theory AFL

End of term test: Data 
representation AFL

End of term test: Networks 
Summative assesment

End of Year test - AFL of all 
topics

English Maggot Moon The Tempest O & X (play) 
Growing Pains Poetry + Poetry 

into Prose Review Writing The Blossom and the Firefly

YEAR 8



What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

Unit to embed and practice 
reciprocal reading and analysis 
skills from Y7.  

 

Conventions of dystopian 
fiction.  

 

What is a hero?  

Challenge expectations.                         
Key vocabulary:                        
Façade 

Dystopia 

Regime 

Protagonist 

Reviewing Shakespeare’s life 
and times, focusing on the 
narrative of a play, 
characterisation, themes and 
language through extracts.      
Key vocabulary:                         
Patriarchy 

Microcosm 

Chaos 

Liberty 

Comparative study with The 
Tempest, looking at how the text 
Inverts racism to challenge 
societal views.          Key 
vocabulary:                         
Hierarchy 

Dehumanise 

Injustice 

Inversion 

Life stages and perceptions of 
them. When and how do we 
belong?                                      
Using poetry as a creative 
stimulus.  

Editing and redrafting.                                    
Key vocabulary:                              
Bildungsroman 

Enjambment 

Caesura 

End-stopping 

Developing an understanding 
of text, audience and purpose 
and introducing non-fiction 
writing by studying reviews of 
short films.            
Key vocabulary:                         
Critique 

Resonate 

Enthral 

Narrative 

A reading and CON unit that 
looks at a love story in Japan at 
the end of WW2. This text has 
strong links to a poem studied at 
GCSE, which we will read as 
part of the unit.                Key 
vocabulary:                          Duty 

Sacrifice 

Honour 

Structure 

Homework 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Week 1: Educake 

Week 2: Educake 

Week 3: Vocabulary 

Week 4: Vocabulary 

Assessment 

An assessment on the key 
vocabulary of the unit and then 
a question on character, 
assessing the skills AQ, INF, LT 
and Z.

An assessment on the key 
vocabulary of the unit and then 
a question on theme, assessing 
the skills AQ, INF, CON and WP.

An assessment on the key 
vocabulary of the unit and then 
a comparative question on 
theme, assessing the skills AQ, 
INF, CON, WP and COMP.

An assessment on the key 
vocabulary of the unit and then 
a comparative question on 
theme, assessing the skills AQ, 
INF, Z, WP and LT. A creative 
writing presentation in class.

End of year assessment: review 
of all vocabulary of the year 
and a review paragraph of a 
new short film.

Ongoing reading assessment in 
class.

French
Asking Questions. Saying what people do not do. Expressing future intentions. Saying what you must do. 

Distinguishing between having 
and being.

Talking about jobs.           Talking 
about celebrations. 

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabulary) 

Key verbs: common irregular 
'RE' and 'IR' verbs                                    
Key Grammar points: inversion 
questions, two verb structures, 
questions words.           Phonics: 
(a)in, é, ai (revisited)

Key verbs: common irregular 
'RE' and 'IR' verbs                                    
Key Grammar points: negation 
(ne + pas) + de/d', word order, 
irregular adjectives                       
Phonics: oi, ch (revisited).   

Key verbs: aller, common 
irregular 'RE' and 'IR' verbs                                   
Key Grammar points: aller + 
infinitive, negation with two verb 
structures              Phonics: que, I 
(revisited)

Key verbs: devoir, vouloir, savoir                                    
Key Grammar points: modal 
verbs, prepositions, negation in 
modal phrases.        Phonics: -
ien, - tion (revisited)

Key verbs: avoir/être                                
Key Grammar points: articles, il 
y a, possessive adjectives, 
asking questions           Phonics: 
consolidation of all sounds

Key verbs: être, célébrer, 
préferer                                   Key 
Grammar points: feminisation of 
nouns, numbers and dates, the 
pronoun 'on'                  Phonics: 
em/am, om, um/un



Homework 

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

ASSESSMENT
Phonics & key vocabulary 

assessment Formative assessment in lessons.

Key vocabulary & grammar 
assessment (listening, reading & 

writing) Formative assessment in lessons.
End of year exam: phonics, key 

vocabulary & grammar Formative assessment in lessons.

Geography Dangerous Places Standing room only Eco saints or Eco sinners? Amazing Landscapes Asia How do the other 3/4 live?

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

Continental drift, continental & 
oceanic crust, mantle, inner & 
outer core, destructive, collision, 
constructive, conservative plate 
boundaries, earthquakes, 
volcanoes, tsunami.

Population, densely & sparsely, 
under/over populated, 
migration, asylum seeker, 
refugee, seasonal worker, 
economic migrant, literacy rate, 
birth rate, infant mortality rate

Fossil fuels, peak oil, fracking, 
Nuclear, renewable, non-
renewabel, climate change, 
greenhouse effect, carbon 
dioxide, methane, drought, 
social, economic, 
environmental, 

physical, weathering, igneous, 
sedimentary, metamorphic, 
magma, limestone, chalk, Karst 
scenery, clint, gryke, 
stalagmites, stalactities, pillar, 
sink holes, impermeable & 
permeable rock

Densely, sparsely populated, 
peninsula, continent, relief, 
primary, secondary, tertiary, 
quaternary, BRICS, NIC (Newly 
Industrialising country), climate, 
monsoon, percipitation, 
choropleth map, MNC (Multi-
National companies)

Development, economic, social, 
Human development Index, GNI 
(Gross National Income), literacy, 
Globalisation, MNCs (Multi-
National Companies), Fair Trade, 
Development & emergency aid.

Homework 
Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

ASSESSMENT End of topic assessment End of topic assessment End of topic assessment End of topic assessment Homework & classwork End of year test

German

Talking about what we do. 
Sayine what you and others  

can & cannot do. 

Comparing lifestyles. 
Asking & asnwering questions 

about free time.

Saying what you & others do & 
when.

Talking about places 
(movement into and location 

in).

Talking about someone else's 
family & friends.

Asking & answering questions. 
Describing one day in your life.

Saying what people 
can/must/want to do to 

improve their lifestyle.
Comparing usual activities with 

future plans

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabulary) 

Key verbs: weak verbs, können
Key Grammar points: present 
tense weak verbs - 1st person 
plural (we), modal verb & two 
verb rule, negation.
Phonics: v, au

Key verbs: strong verbs
Key Grammar points: present 
tense strong verbs - 1st, 2nd & 
3rd person singular & 3rd person 
plural (they), asking & answering 
questions, word order 2 with 
statements. 
Phonics: a, ä, e, i, r, eu, th

Key verbs: gehen, sein
Key Grammar points: time 
phrases as nouns & adverbs, 
word order 2 (with W-questions), 
prepositions
Phonics: st 

Key verbs: weak, strong & 
irregular verbs
Key Grammar points: possessive 
adjectives, weak, strong & 
irregular verbs in the present 
tense, word order 2 (with 
expressions of location), using 
viel/viele. 
Phonics: ei, ie, -d, ig   

Key verbs: haben & sein, modal 
verbs (dürfen, müssen, wollen)
Key Grammar points:  revisiting 
haben & sein, modal verbs in 
1st, 2nd & 3rd person singular, 
negation, 
Phonics: j, ü, r  

Key verbs: modal verbs
Key Grammar points: jeder, 
jede, jedes, modal verbs, 
present tense to express future 
meanings, prepositions (nach & 
zu)  
Phonics: sch, sp, st  

Homework 

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment Preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment Preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.
Assessment Preparation.

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar set 
on Teams & Quizlet.

ASSESSMENT
Key vocabulary & grammar 

assessment Formative assessment in lessons.

Key vocabulary & phonics 
assessment (listening, reading & 

writing) Formative assessment in lessons.
End of year exam: phonics, key 

vocabulary & grammar Formative assessment in lessons.

History Empire and Slavery Empire and Slavery
1750-1900 The Industrial 
Revolution

1750-1900 The Industrial 
Revolution

Britain and the Great War 1900-
1918

Britain and the Great War1900-
1918



What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

The rise of the British Empire and its 
impact on the Britain and its 
colonies; the transatlantic slave 
trade (Empire; colony; trade; 
merchants; triangular trade)

The rise of the British Empire and its 
impact on the Britain and its 
colonies; the transatlantic slave 
trade (Empire; colony; trade; 
merchants; triangular trade)

The impact on Britain of 
technological change 
(domestic/factory system; 
revolution; industrial; urban; 
rural; migration; trades unions)

The impact on Britain of 
technological change 
(domestic/factory system; 
revolution; industrial; urban; 
rural; migration; trades unions)

Understanding inequality in the 
UK before WW1; causes, nature 
and impact of WW1 (Class; 
suffrage; suffragists; suffragettes; 
democracy; alliances; allies; 
treaties; empire; imperialism; 
nationalism; militarism)

Understanding inequality in the 
UK before WW1; causes, nature 
and impact of WW1 (Class; 
suffrage; suffragists; suffragettes; 
democracy; alliances; allies; 
treaties; empire; imperialism; 
nationalism; militarism)

Homework 
Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

Set every 2 weeks using Teams, 
worksheets etc.

ASSESSMENT

"The British slave trade was abolished 
due to economic factors". How far do 
you agree? End of unit test

Explain why the British population 
increased 1750-1900

End of unit test Summer exam Emily Davision meant to kill herself. 
How far do you agree?

Life Skills Animal Rights Puberty and periods Crime and Responsibility War and Peace Proud to be Us Mental health

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

In order for students to reflect on 
some of the global issues 
surrounding the rights of animals 
and human responsibilities: 
Responisible pet ownersip; fox 
hunting; vegetarianism and 
veganism; dangerous dogs

In order for students to 
understand their bodies and 
relationships: Puberty; law, sex 
and the internet; masculinity; 
healthy teenage relationships; 
preventing harmful sexual 
behaviours

In order for students to 
recognise how the law applies 
to them: Crime and 
responsibility; child sexual 
exploitation; child criminal 
exploitation ; knife crime; online 
hate

In order for students to engage 
in global affairs: Just War Theory; 
peace and pacifism; refugees 
and asylum seekers

the similarities and differences 
between members of our 
community: Diversity; the 6 
largest faiths (Judaism, 
Chrsitianity, Islam, Hinduism, 
Buddhism, Sikhism); race as a 
social construct; Brighton's long 
history of diversity;  Gypsy, Roma 
and Traveller community; 
disability and invisibale 
disability; the elderly

In order for students to look after 
their own wellbeing: Sleep; 
healthy diet; exercise; stress; the 
teenage brain; managing 
feelings

Homework Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams

ASSESSMENT Essay/ persuasive writing Leaflet for a year 6 child Crime prevention campaign Message to a refugee Community cohesion event Leaflet to raise awareness

Number Statistics, graphs and charts Expressions and equations Decimals and ratio Calculating with fractions
Area and volume Expressions and equations Real-life graphs Lines and angles Straight-line graphs

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 
Homework 

ASSESSMENT

Music

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 

Learn the origins of the Blues 
and how it evolves into modern 
pop music.  Create an original 
blues song in pairs and record 
onto Logic Pro

An Introduction to The Beatles 
and understand their influence 
on modern pop music.

Students learn the history of 
music for film and learn how to 
compose an original piece of 
film music to a provided piece 
of footage

Complete Beatles project then 
move onto the start of a cover 
version in bands of a recent 
track.

Students apply all the 
knowledge throughout years 7 
& 8 to create an original 
composition in a style of their 
choosing.  Based around basic 
chord progressions.

Students rehearse and perform 
their modern cover version in 
bands

Blues / The Beatles Film Music / The Beatles/ Modern Cover versions Songwriting / Modern Cover Versions

Once per week, set on the same day. This could be online (MathsWatch or MyMaths) or an activity on paper.
One formal, whole year assessment per term, plus other small in-class assessments marked by teachers and acted upon by students. Each assessment has time for feedback and feedforward to 

ensure that students know what they need to do to improve.

Maths
Percentages, decimals and 
fractions



Homework Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams Varied tasks set via Teams

ASSESSMENT Paired composition on Logic
Band performance of a cover 

of a Beatles song Paired composition on Logic
Band performance of a cover 

of a Beatles song/modern song
Paired Composition on Logic 

Pro
Band performance of a modern 

pop song.

Science

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabualry) 
Homework 

ASSESSMENT

End of unit multiple choice test 
is completed after each unit.

End of unit multiple choice tests 
and a short answer end of term 
test. 

End of unit multiple choice test 
is completed after each unit.

End of unit multiple choice tests 
and a short answer end of term 
test. 

End of unit multiple choice test 
is completed after each unit.

End of unit multiple choice tests 
and a short answer question 
paper during exam week.

Spanish

Saying what people can/ are 
able to do. Saying what people 
must / want to do.        
Describing places and locations

Saying what people are like 
today vs in general.               
Describing activities Holidays.   

Saying what people do. 
(technology)

Describing people and 
possessions

Describing where and when 
people go.                      Talking 
about future plans.

Describing events in the past 
and present

What you need 
to know? (Key 
Vocabulary) 

Key verbs: poder, deber. 
querer, estar                               
Key Grammar points: adverbs 
of position                    
Phonics: h, que, qui

Key verbs: ser , estar, ..ar verbs.                                  
Key Grammar points: present 
tense ar verbs plural (she/he vs 
they),  adjectival agreement, 
question words.                  
Phonics: gue, gui

Key verbs:  regular er and ir 
verbs.                                   
Key Grammar points: present 
tense of er and ir verbs (3rd 
person singular).                        
Phonics: ge, gi, j

Key verbs: ser, estar                                  
Key Grammar points: Possessive 
adjevtives, nouns & prepositions.                         
Phonics: n, ñ, b, v

Key verbs: ir                                     
Key Grammar points: the 
immediate future.       
Phonics: r, rr, h

Key verbs: ar verbs                                  
Key Grammar points: past tense 
of ar verbs (1st person singular).                       
Phonics: que, qui, gue, gui

Homework 

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

Regular review of key 
vocabulary and grammar. 
Assessment Preparation

ASSESSMENT

Weekly homework is set on senecalerning.com to reinforce and revisit prior knowledge. Set on Friday, due the following Thursday. 

On rotation the following will be covered: 
Food and nutrition
Combustion
Fluids
Plants and their reproduction

Key vocabulary: 
Food and nutrition: carbohydrate, protein, fat, obesity, digestive 
system, stomach, small intestine, large intestine, enzyme, diffusion. 
Combustion: oxidation, complete combustion, incomplete 
combustion, law of conservation mass, exothermic, phlogiston, 
pollutant, acid rain, global warming, greenhouse effect.
Fluids:  solid, liquid, gas, particle theory, change of state, 
compress, density, pressure, air resistance, weight, upthrust, 
balanced force. 
Plants and their reproduction: asexual reproduction, sexual 
reproduction, gamete, inherited, anther, stamen, carpel, 
pollination, cell division, germinate.

On rotation the following will be covered: 
Rocks
Breathing and respiration
Light
The periodic table

Key vocabulary: 
Rocks: crystal, texture, interlocking, porous, bond, sedimentary 
rock, igneous rock, metamorphic rock, ore, weathering. 
Breathing and respiration: aerobic respiration, anaerobic 
respiration, glucose, breathing, trachea, diaphragm, gas 
exchange, alveolus, blood vessel, haemoglobin.
Light: opaque, transparent, transluscent, ray, reflect, transmit, 
vacuum, diffuse reflection, specular reflection, normal, refraction. 
The periodic table: atom, compound, element, chemical 
reaction, chemical formula, group, period, alkali metal, halogen, 
noble gas. 

On rotation the following will be covered: 
Metals and their uses
Energy transfers
Unicellular organisms
Earth and Space

Key vocabulary: 
Metals and their uses: metal, non-metal, catalyst, chemical 
property, physical property, corrosion, rusting, reactivity series, 
effervescence, alloy. 
Energy transfers: internal energy, joule (J), conduction, 
convection, convection current, emit, radiation, thermal 
conductor, thermal insulator, power, efficiency, sankey diagram.
Unicellular organisms: unicellular, multicellular, microorganism, 
prokaryote, bacterium, fungus, protoctist, virus, budding, binary 
fission.
Earth and Space: solar system, orbit, star, elliptical, equator, 
hemisphere, compass, magnetic field, gravity, gravitational field 
strength, weight. 



*Content taught 
on a rotation, 
order will be 
different for each 
class


